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Mint is having a moment in kitchen design, as Alusplash’s latest Metallic
Elegance collection of splashback shows. A refreshingly cool colour, this Ocean Wave
design is also easy to install and really adds to the crisp look. Price on application.
alusplash.com
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PAINT BY NUMBERS

Stain and mark resistant and washable, Little Greene’s new Intelligent
Paint range includes quick-drying water-based floor paint, an allpurpose primer, and a satin finish (shown) that have minimal smells.
Shown are Stock 37 intelligent matt emulsion on the walls, the tiles
are painted in Sunlight 135 intelligent ASP and intelligent eggshell,
alongside Woad 251 intelligent satinwood on the units and a stool in
Heat 24 intelligent satinwood. From £21 for 1 litre. littlegreene.com

FUNCTION
WITH FINESSE

Create a calm, uncluttered bedroom
with Caple’s Scandi-inspired fitted
furniture. The new Pavia Elm range has a
wide array of internal storage accessories
such as tie and shoe racks in a light elm
finish and starts from £212 for a 45cm
bedside cabinet. The set shown
costs around £4850.
caple.co.uk

Coffee TIME

With sustainability at the forefront
of our minds, Huski’s reusable travel
mugs are a welcome addition
to our morning routines. Made
from rice husk, the cups will keep
hot drinks warm during the school
run or busy commute and are
biodegradable at the end of use.
From £9.99, pick from pink, blue,
or green and choose the regular
or a (necessary) large size.
huskihome.co.uk

Rethink
RETRO

Smeg’s FAB fridges have become
iconic, alongside the brand’s
popular kettles, blenders,
toasters, and now taps. Mix or
match the new MDF50 Retro
design – available in red, pastel
blue, pastel green, white,
chrome, cream, or black and
priced £379.99 each – with your
existing Smeg appliances.
smeguk.com

ON THE
SURFACE

Colour SPOT

“Anna Starmer is an expert when
it comes to the latest shades – so her
Naturals collection with Dualit
caught my eye. The shown Desert
is a terracotta, inspired by her travels
to Tuscany as well as Africa where
she discovered bare plaster walls,
baked earth tiles, and tinted natural
paints. Four-slot toaster, £195, and
kettle, £145.99.” dualit.com
Yvette, features writer
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Black granite, Calacatta
marble, Elemental
concrete – these are
only a few of the finishes
from Formica’s new
Aria range. All laminate
worktops are available in
either a 20mm or a more
contemporary 12mm
thickness, starting from
£300 for a 360 x 65cm
slab. formica.com

READY MADE

Non-porous, hard-wearing, and
easy to care for, Corian is a unique
solid surface that can be used
to form bespoke pieces. But you
can now reap the benefits of this
material in the shape of the readyto-fit Primo Signature Belfast sink,
measuring 59.5 x 45.5cm, which
is priced £1680 from CDUK.
cdukltd.co.uk

#TRENDING
Butler sinks add a
homely feel even
in contemporary
kitchen spaces
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LOADING…

with us

With a classic Nordic design, Ercol’s
Lugo range of tables and chairs has
features exposed tenon joints from
solid tulipwood in a dark lacquer for
a sophisticated finish. Shown are
the Lugo extending table, £999,
and matching dining chairs,
£299 each. ercol.com

Search KBB Magazine
on Pinterest to
find boards full of
interiors inspiration

Hoover’s latest tumble dryers
are giving us all one less chore
to worry about, thanks to Wificonnected controls that allow you
to select programmes and timers
and monitor whether it needs some
maintenance via the Hoover Wizard
app. The AXI tumble dryer, shown
in black and priced from
£399, also features
the brand’s Total Care
Technology, allowing
you to mix fibres and
colours together without
any issues. Now, whose
turn is it to unload?

SET THE MOOD
Bert Frank’s adjustable Rise &
Fall pendant lamp, shown here
in brass and matt green and
priced £1150, is the ideal solution
for turning your dining space
froom day to night. Simply pull the
metal counterweight down and
the pendant moves up, turning
focused task lighting into a much
softer illumination. bertfrank.co.uk

hoover.co.uk

Cuddle UP

There’s science behind a good snuggle,
according John Lewis & Partners. Following
wellness research, the brand’s new cotton
quilted blankets are filled with weighted
beads for a reassuringly cosy feel to help
you relax. Choose one around 10% of your
body weight. From £60 for a 2.5kg design.
johnlewis.com

FALL INTO
FLORALS

No better feeling than getting into
bed after a long day, right? Here at
KBB, we are currently swooning
over the limited edition collection
from Sheridan. The Australian
bedding brand has teamed up with
Sydney’s renowned floral architect
Saskia Havekes at Grandiflora
to create this gorgeous design.
From £119 for a quilt cover set.
sheridanaustralia.co.uk
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SHOWROOM SHOWCASE

Our pick of the latest shopping destinations to meet all of your kitchen, bedroom, and bathroom design needs

Ligne Roset

What’s new? The boutique
based in Harrods has undergone
a refurbishment.
Where is it? 87-135 Brompton Rd,
Knightsbridge, London SW1X 7XL
Why go? Now spanning 140sq
m, browse the roomsets featuring
wallpapers, rugs, tables, and
sofas, plus lighting.
Don’t miss…Pieces from the
French brand’s 2019-2020
collection, which will be entering
the store from November.
ligne-roset.com

Tom Howley

Beswick Stone
/Olive & Barr

What’s new? Beswick Stone’s
showroom has been extended to
an impressive 1022sq m and now
showcases the widest selection
of porcelain floor and wall tiles in
the UK. The upper floor is home to
Olive & Barr handmade kitchens.
Where is it? 1 Wilkinson Road,
Love Lane Industrial Estate,
Cirencester GL7 1YT
Why go? Finding inspiration for
both your kitchen and bathroom
projects under one roof.
Don’t miss… Exclusive one-off
accessories such as pendant
lights and barstools to help
you complete your rooms.
beswickstone.co.uk
oliveandbarr.com

What’s new? A brand new
showroom in the heart of
Cheltenham, you can’t miss the
classical frontage featuring the
famous Caryatids of Montpellier.
Where is it? 1-2 Montpellier Walk,
Cheltenham GL50 1SD
Why go? See five collections
on display, including the most
popular Hartford range in the
exclusive new Periwinkle paint.
Don’t miss… Experiencing the
schemes during live kitchens
evenings. Keep an eye on the
website for upcoming events.
tomhowley.co.uk

CP Hart

What’s new? The showroom
in Primrose Hill, near Regent’s
Park, has undergone a
complete refurbishment.
Where is it? 103-105 Regent’s Park
Road, London NW1 8UR
Why go? Browse cool and
contemporary designs from the
likes of Cielo, Gessi, and Matki as
well as CP Hart’s exclusive ranges
Don’t miss… Chatting to the inhouse designers for advice and
inspiration. Each room set has
been curated by the team who
are on hand to help you.
cphart.co.uk
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know how
LINDSAY SAYS..

Consider switching
up classic white
sanitaryware – but try
it in your cloakroom
first if you’re unsure

SHOW OFF YOUR
SHOWSTOPPERS

Theaverage

Impress your guests with your
cooking skills on Kitchenaid’s
new KHTD 238510 teppanyaki
induction plate, £1950, which
can be built into your worktop.
Two temperature zones, nine
power levels, and a handy
timer mean you can whip up
Asian-inspired steak, shrimp,
rice, eggs, and vegetables in no
time. kitchenaid.co.uk

BRITISHADULT

416

will spend a total of

TO THE ARCHIVES
As KBB‘s 30th birthday nears,
we’ve been delving into our back
issues to look at some of our most
significant covers. October 2002
highlights kitchen islands as the
new heart of the home. Today,
thanks to open-plan designs, they
are more popular than ever.

ON THE THRONE

Aston Matthews’ new sanitaryware finishes
come in black or white ceramic with the
option of a gold exterior fit for a king. The
wall-hung WC is priced £1490 and the bidet
£1170. astonmatthews.co.uk

Get the best of both worlds with one these comfortable bed-in-a-box options featuring both foam and spring fillings

Plate it up
Knowing a product’s story makes
it extra special. I’m a big fan of
Swoon’s Nova dinnerware. Made
in Portugal, it’s hand glazed
by local artisans and ideal for
entertaining. £112 for a full set.
swooneditions.com

days of their life
inthebathroom
according to research
commissioned by B&Q. The study
revealed MEN SPEND 373 DAYS
using the facilities at home on
average – around 23 minutes a
day – while WOMEN WILL USE THEM
FOR A TOTAL OF 456 DAYS – or 29
minutes a day. Accurate?

Tapping IN

3 of the latest... HYBRID MATTRESSES

On Elinor’s RADAR
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Crazy creatures
Plenty of quirky
statement lamps
are coming into
the spotlight this
AW19. Check out
Audenza’s monkey
table lamp – it’s
perfect for adding
a fun feature to
your bedroom.
Priced £112.
audenza.com
Jungle fever
I caught a glimpse
of Mind the Gap’s
new wallpapers.
My favourite has
to be the bold
pink print featuring
leaves and exotic
birds. I’d love this
as a statement
wall – what about
you? £96 per roll.
mindtheg.com

Matt black with copper
detailing, Duegi’s basin mixer
from the Seta collection is right
on trend – wouldn’t you agree?
Priced from £245. rubduegi.it

Voluptuous velvet
Pooky’s new AW19 collection
features plenty of velvet
lampshades, funky wall lights,
and statement chandeliers. I’m
adding this edgy, dusky pink
Cranling floor lamp to my wishlist.
Priced £295. pooky.com

Eve Sleep’s premium hybrid double
mattress has 1500 springs and a thick
memory foam layer. Priced from £849 for
a double, it is also available in a king or
super-king size. evesleep.co.uk
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With five layers, including the brand’s
Cool Blue Gel-infused memory foam,
Otty’s hybrid mattress can help with
temperature regulation. From £549.99
for a double. otty.com

Casper’s first hybrid mattress is its most
advanced one, designed to support
your back for a good night’s sleep.
Available from a single to a super-king
size, a double costs £800. casper.com

KBB

loves

SLEEK DESIGN

A flush-fit shower tray is highly sought after but often tricky
to achieve – which is why Duravit’s Tempano surface has
been designed with an easily adjustable support frame for
successful installation. Priced £465 for an 80 x 80cm tray,
or £588 for a 140 x 90cm size. duravit.co.uk
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